
INMACS has been rendering highly professional and practical
services to Indian and International businesses, Manufacturing
and Trading houses, exporters as well as service providers. A
solution to all complex issues is the unique selling point of
INMACS.

The jewellers community is being subjected to excise law and
now excise registrations are to be obtained before 31st July,
2016. I have participated in several meetings with jewellers from
all over India and have also interacted informally at various
levels of government to enable smooth implementation of
proposed law without any harassment to genuine jewellers.

We have addressed various issues brought out during our
interaction with the jewellers, excise authorities, senior
professionals and businessmen.

Sh. Arun Jaitley, Finance Minister had proactively set up a
committee to examine practical issues and problems likely to
be faced by the Jewellers. The committee is headed by Dr. Ashok
Lahiri, Sh. Gautam Roy and representatives of jewellers and
other stakeholders. The committee has made very practical and
detailed recommendations. National Economic Forum, a leading
NGO had also provided their detailed research report to the
Government. The Government of India has accepted most of
the recommendations of National Economic Forum and the
Lahiri Committee. The initiative taken by the Government is
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reflected in large number of notifications, circulars and
amendments to rules.

I must acknowledge support and guidance provided by
CA Piyush Goyal, Minister of Power, Coal, Mines and Non-
conventional energy to my various initiatives. The leadership
of Sh. Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India has
changed approach of the revenue officials to highly positive and
continuous process of liberalisation and simplification has timely
began.

Let us together “Make in India” and “Start-up India, Stand up
India” a great success.

I wish growth and success to jewellers in India as well as in
international markets.

New Delhi VINOD JAIN
10th August, 2016 LLB, FCA, FCS, FCMA, DISA

Chairman
INMACS
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